
Loft Scrambling / Climbing Meet: 27/28 April 2019 

Location:   Great Langdales area 

Meet Leader: Mike Haines 

Starting Point:  The Loft – Stickle Barn Car Park 

Starting Time: 10.00 

Weather: Saturday - Murky and Cloudy with some hail 

 Sunday – Fine and dry 

Attendees: Saturday: 6 - Mike Haines, , Roger Gott, Ian Phillips, Richard Duerden, Mark 
& Janette Braithwaite (+ Harvey and a.n.other little dog) 

 Sunday: 6 – Mike Haines, Roger Gott, Ian Phillips, Richard Duerden, Lucy 
Weston, Richard Toon 

Young Attendees: None 

Newer Members:  Richard Duerden 

Report 

Mike, Richard, Roger, and Ian stayed at the Loft on Friday and Saturday night.  

On the Saturday morning we met up at the Stickle Barn car park with Janette and Mark and their 2 

dogs before heading up to Stickle Tarn. From there, we split into two sub groups, with four 

heading up the famous Jack’s Rake scramble and two (+ 2 dogs) ascending Pavey Ark via the 

scrambly East Ridge, where we met up with the others at the top of Jack’s Rake. After a bit of a 

natter, we headed of back down to the Stickle Barn for a pint or two. 

 

In the evening, the four of us who were staying over had a great meal in the Britannia Inn at 

Elterwater – and what a lovely pub it is! 



On the Sunday, which was a lovely day, we again met up at the Stickle Barn car park before 

splitting into 2 groups. Lucy and Richard headed off to do some climbing while the rest of us 

tackled a grade 1 / 2 scramble up Thorn Crag before chilling out with a spot of lunch, after which 

we traversed down and round to Stickle Tarn and headed back down to Stickle Barn, where we 

met up with Lucy and Richard for a beer. 

 



In the end, there wasn’t as good a turn out as we expected, with a few late drop outs. However, 

those of us who made it had a great time and it will be well worth repeating the scrambling / 

climbing formula. 

 

Mike Haines 

 


